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Congregational Revival for America's Heartland 2013-01-12
this manual provides lenses geography religion politics culture economics history ethnicity to better
understand the complexity and depth of congregations as social institutions and as the body of christ
within a multi layered context of life

Hard Living in America's Heartland 2015-02-16
despite living hard endlessly challenging lives the rural poor remain tirelessly optimistic believing things
will get better next year as one struggling farmer explained sometimes i feel like a jackass in a
hailstorm i just have to stand here and take it but what the hell it ll stop hailing sooner or later the
struggle to survive on the richest farmland in america has produced some of the nation s poorest people
however rural poverty is not the same as urban poverty the usual definitions and criteria do not always
apply the known predictors do not necessarily hold up and again and again the rural poor save
themselves because they know no one else will this book refutes the common image of the poor as lazy
slackers averse to work in reality fiercely independent politically astute hard working men and women
who possess a wide array of useful skills populate the rural heartland and they struggle to stay afloat in
small town economies that rise and fall on the whims of remote farm policy decisions a volatile world
marketplace and mother nature who is a fickle wildly unpredictable business partner

Fighting Meth in Americas Heartland: Assesing Fedral State
and Local Efforts 2024-08-06
contemporary america is centered around urban society most americans reside in cities or their
surrounding suburbs and both the media and modern american sociology focus disproportionately on
urban life rural and small town america looks at what we can learn from rural society and confronts
common myths and misunderstandings about rural people and places tim slack and shannon m monnat
examine social economic and demographic changes and how these changes pose both problems and
opportunities for rural communities they assess changes in population size and composition economies
and livelihoods ethnoracial diversity and inequities population health and health disparities and politics
and policies the central focus of this book is that rural america is no paragon of stability social change
abounds accompanied by new challenges through analysis of empirical evidence demographic data and
policy debates readers will glean insights about rural america and the united states as a whole

Rural and Small-Town America 2022-09-30
this volume examines how pre columbian societies in the americas envisioned their cosmos and
iteratively modeled it through the creation of particular objects and places it emphasizes that american
societies did this to materialize overarching models and templates for the shape and scope of the
cosmos the working definition of cosmoscape noting a tendency to gloss over the ways in which
ancestral americans envisioned the cosmos as intertwined and animated the authors examine how
cosmoscapes are manifested archaeologically in the forms of objects and physically altered landscapes
this book s chapters therefore offer case studies of cosmoscapes that present themselves as forms of
architecture portable artifacts and transformed aspects of the natural world in doing so it emphasizes
that the creation of cosmoscapes offered a means of reconciling peoples experiences of the world with
their understandings of them

Archaeologies of Cosmoscapes in the Americas 2011-06-01
over the past twenty years the latino population in the midwest has grown rapidly both in urban and
rural areas as elsewhere in the country shifting demographics in the region have given rise to



controversy and mixed reception where some communities have greeted latinos openly others have
been more guarded in spite of their increasing presence latinos remain the most marginalized major
population group in the country in coming years the projected growth of this population will require
greater attention from policymakers concerned with helping to incorporate them into the nation s core
institutions this eye opening collection of essays examines the many ways in which an increase in the
latino population has impacted the midwest culturally economically educationally and politically drawing
on studies personal histories legal rulings and other sources this book takes an interdisciplinary
approach to an increasingly important topic in american society and offers a glimpse into the nation s
demographic future

Latinos in the Midwest 1977
a groundbreaking look at the complex relationship between the built environment and population health
in small town america the links between urban settings and health issues are well established but the
built environments of smaller cities and towns also play a crucial role in population well being in this
book mahbub rashid who employs innovative spatial and social network analysis techniques to examine
the impact of built form and space on people s behavior psychology society and culture uses extensive
spatial demographic and health data to study the crucial role of the built environment in small kansas
cities the first book of its kind built environment and population health in small town america sheds light
on the critical factors shaping the well being of these communities and provides valuable insights for
building healthier futures

Public Works for Water and Power Development and Energy
Research Appropriation Bill, 1978 1977
explores the political dimensions of north american agriculture

Public Works for Water and Power Development and Energy
Research Appropriations for Fiscal Year 1979 2024-03-12
with original contributions from leading experts in the field this cutting edge research handbook
combines theoretical advancement with the newest empirical research to explore the sociology of
organizations while including the traditional study of formal corporate business organizations the
handbook also explores more transitory informal grassroots organizations such as ngos and artist
communities

Built Environment and Population Health in Small-Town
America 2003
the routledge international handbook of working class studies is a timely volume that provides an
overview of this interdisciplinary field that emerged in the 1990s in the context of deindustrialization the
rise of the service economy and economic and cultural globalization the handbook brings together
scholars teachers activists and organizers from across three continents to focus on the study of working
class peoples cultures and politics in all their complexity and diversity the handbook maps the current
state of the field and presents a visionary agenda for future research by mingling the voices and
perspectives of founding and emerging scholars in addition to a framing introduction and conclusion
written by the co editors the volume is divided into six sections methods and principles of research in
working class studies class and education work and community working class cultures representations
and activism and collective action each of the six sections opens with an overview that synthesizes
research in the area and briefly summarizes each of the chapters in the section throughout the volume



contributors from various disciplines explore the ways in which experiences and understandings of class
have shifted rapidly as a result of economic and cultural globalization social and political changes and
global financial crises of the past two decades written in a clear and accessible style the handbook is a
comprehensive interdisciplinary anthology for this young but maturing field foregrounding transnational
and intersectional perspectives on working class people and issues and focusing on teaching and
activism in addition to scholarly research it is a valuable resource for activists as well as working class
studies researchers and teachers across the social sciences arts and humanities and it can also be used
as a textbook for advanced undergraduate or graduate courses

Fighting for the Farm 2022-06-10
a nuanced and insightful assessment of latino life in america

Research Handbook on the Sociology of Organizations
2020-12-30
results from census 2000 continue to reveal the striking changes taking place in the nation s cities and
suburbs during the 1990s thanks to a decade of strong economic growth concentrated poverty in inner
cities declined dramatically homeownership rose among young minority households and workers from
abroad settled in growing metropolitan areas that had experienced little immigration to date this second
volume in the redefining urban and suburban america series makes clear however that regional
differences add texture to these broader social and economic trends using data from the census long
form the contributors to this book probe migration income and poverty and housing trends in the nation
s largest cities and metropolitan areas economically the fast growing sunbelt and the midwest
performed well in the 1990s enjoying declining poverty rates rising homeownership and the evolution of
a solid middle class population cities like san antonio chicago houston and columbus saw stunning
declines in high poverty neighborhoods the story was more mixed in the coastal areas of the northeast
and west where poverty rates rose in cities such as boston new york washington and los angeles on net
their metro areas lost residents to other parts of the united states even as they gained workers and
families from abroad this volume provides a closer look at the unprecedented social and economic
changes taking place in the nation s oldest and newest communities and explores the implications for a
diverse set of policy areas including metropolitan development patterns immigrant incorporation and
the promotion of affordable housing and homeownership

Routledge International Handbook of Working-Class Studies
2010-02-23
critical queer studies examines contemporary films and documentaries that dramatize the intersection
of law and queer life analyzing the effects of legal doctrines jury selection unwanted sexual advance
negligence hate crimes and gay marriage on the production and reception of queer film and fiction
exploring the interaction of these discourses by discussing internationally known american films the
book demonstrates how the law maintains its hold over the queer subject through promoting certain
ideological fictions and conversely how film and literature draw upon the material realities of queer legal
status to dramatize conflicts between law and the marginalized subject critical queer studies
synthesizes queer studies law and literature and film studies engaging these fields to show how the
struggle for gay and lesbian rights has influenced the production of film and fiction

Latino Lives in America 2005-10-01
this topical volume offers a comprehensive review of secret intelligence organizations and activities
intelligence has been in the news consistently since 9 11 and the iraqi wmd errors leading experts in the



field approach the three major missions of intelligence collection and analysis covert action and
counterintelligence within each of these missions the dynamically written essays dissect the so called
intelligence cycle to reveal the challenges of gathering and assessing information from around the world
covert action the most controversial intelligence activity is explored with special attention on the issue
of military organizations moving into what was once primarily a civilian responsibility the authors
furthermore examine the problems that are associated with counterintelligence protecting secrets from
foreign spies and terrorist organizations as well as the question of intelligence accountability and how a
nation can protect its citizens against the possible abuse of power by its own secret agencies the
handbook of intelligence studies is a benchmark publication with major importance both for current
research and for the future of the field it is essential reading for advanced undergraduates graduate
students and scholars of intelligence studies international security strategic studies and political science
in general

Redefining Urban and Suburban America 2016-04-22
warren copeland draws from his experience of more than two decades in city politics and addresses
head on the issue of christian ethics in public service throughout he animates the discussion with
numerous anecdotes from his tenure in city hall combining examples of specific ethical issues in
american cities with theological and ethical reflection then he takes it a step further by including
specific suggestions for addressing social injustice in a manner that is true to christian faith

Critical Queer Studies 2007-01-24
americans of the 1960s would have trouble navigating the grocery aisles and restaurant menus of today
once exotic ingredients like mangoes hot sauces kale kimchi and coconut milk have become standard in
the contemporary american diet laresh jayasanker explains how food choices have expanded since the
1960s immigrants have created demand for produce and other foods from their homelands grocers and
food processors have sought to market new foods and transportation improvements have enabled food
companies to bring those foods from afar yet even as choices within stores have exploded supermarket
chains have consolidated throughout the food industry fewer companies manage production and
distribution controlling what american consumers can access mining a wealth of menus cookbooks trade
publications interviews and company records jayasanker explores americans changing eating habits to
shed light on the impact of immigration and globalization on american culture

Handbook of Intelligence Studies 2009-01-01
this companion provides a comprehensive overview of the latest research in religion and conflict
resolution and brings together leading scholars in the field who examine the contribution religious
actors have made and are making towards peace and conflict resolution the twenty three essays are
grouped in to five thematic sections religious traditions and conflict key debates on religious conflict
resolution religion international relations and security religion and conflict resolution the peacemakers
the ompanion is aimed at academics and practitioners interested in conflict resolution international
security and religion and international relations

Doing Justice in Our Cities 2020-04-14
the purpose of this book series is to promote research on educational leadership for social justice
specifically we seek edited volumes textbooks and full length studies focused on research that explores
the ways educational leadership preparation and practice can be a means of addressing equity concerns
throughout p 20 education within this book leadership for social justice promoting equity and excellence
through inquiry and reflective practice the contributors provide a variety of rich perspectives to the
social justice phenomenon from the lens of empirical historical narrative and conceptual designs these



designs reiterate the importance of bridging theory and practice while simultaneously producing
significant research and scholarship in the field collectively the authors seek to give voice to
empowering social justice focused research an area that continues to garner much interest in the areas
of educational leadership research teaching and learning in conjunction with the theme of this issue the
chapters offer research from an american perspective and offer suggestions and implications for the
field of educational leadership on both a national and international level the collection contributes to
research theory and practice in educational and community settings

Sameness in Diversity 2012-12-28
published annually since 1985 the handbook series provides a compendium of thorough and integrative
literature reviews on a diverse array of topics of interest to the higher education scholarly and policy
communities each chapter provides a comprehensive review of research findings on a selected topic
critiques the research literature in terms of its conceptual and methodological rigor and sets forth an
agenda for future research intended to advance knowledge on the chosen topic the handbook focuses
on a comprehensive set of central areas of study in higher education that encompasses the salient
dimensions of scholarly and policy inquiries undertaken in the international higher education community
each annual volume contains chapters on current important issues pertaining to college students and
faculty organization and administration curriculum and instruction policy diversity issues economics and
finance history and philosophy community colleges advances in research methodology and other key
aspects of higher education administration the series is fortunate to have attracted annual contributions
from distinguished scholars throughout the world

The Ashgate Research Companion to Religion and Conflict
Resolution 2008-12-01
this powerful examination of the present and future of american politics by one of america s most
distinguished political journalists reveals how the republican party has gained a long term institutional
advantage that allows it to shrug off apparent setbacks like the 2006 elections building red america
takes us deeper than any previous book into the operations of the power brokers and issues that
galvanize voters

Leadership for Social Justice 2023-02-24
who invented fraudulent financial real estate loan schemes that almost destroyed the world financial
system who closed their factories in u s communities and opened them in other countries who kept their
u s workers pay stagnant while their income soared who wants to sell all the coal and oil that they own
no matter how hot the earth gets who flooded u s cities and towns with opioid prescription drugs not
foreign governments and not illegal immigrants the answer is rich american capitalists without rules
many capitalists will attempt to monopolize markets they will also dump their wastes into the
environment and use their economic power to try to control governments trump and his henchmen are
changing the rules to benefit the rich not make america great again u s history can guide us how to
truly make america better but americans must learn what works and what does not and vote
accordingly

Higher Education: Handbook of Theory and Research
2007-03-19
the entrepreneurial research university in latin america examines the fascinating clashes between the
latin american tradition and the influence of new globalized forms of organization represented by
entrepreneurial university models with particular emphasis on the governance of university research the



author aims to answer key questions why and how do local traditions or global forces shape structural
and cultural organizational change are these changes necessarily related to the improvement of the
quality of teaching and research

Building Red America 2019-06-16
many cities have a rich past no one knows if many have a future richard c longworth caught in the
middle 2007 p 28 in the last six decades no stagnant or decaying city has been globally or signifi cantly
saved never david h mcdonald more and more federal and state governments are growing their already
out of control fi nancial problems cities are on their own to sink or swim now more than ever david h
mcdonald only two states in the nation have over time lost population if the states are gaining
population but the cities are losing then it is the cities fault david h mcdonald occasionally a city will
usually by accident back into attempting growth in the right manner it always works david h mcdonald
virtually no city has a workable vision of how to even achieve stability let alone a return to vibrancy th is
book presents such a vision and a clear path to beginning the process of stabilization and growth david
h mcdonald whatever is going to save your cities it won t be government both political parties are
largely trapped in the past driven by a desire to protect old sacred cows

Make America Great Again: Myths, Lies, and Facts 2016-04-08
ethnic diversity has marked the united states from its inception and it is impossible to separate ethnicity
from an understanding of the united states as a country and americans as a people since the 1965
immigration and nationality act the united states has experienced watershed transformations in its
social cultural and ethnic geographies considering the impact of these wide ranging changes this unique
text examines the experiences of a range of ethnic groups in both historical and contemporary context
it begins by laying out a comprehensive conceptual framework that integrates immigration theory
globalization transnational community formation and urban cultural and economic geography the
contributors then present a rich set of case studies of the key latin american asian american and middle
eastern communities comprising the vast majority of newer immigrants each case offers a brief
historical overview of the group s immigration experience and settlement patterns and discusses its
contemporary socioeconomic dynamics all these communities have transformed and been transformed
by the places in which they have settled exploring these changing communities places and landscapes
this book offers a nuanced understanding of the evolution of america s contemporary ethnic
geographies

The Entrepreneurial Research University in Latin America
1983
this book provides a comparative analysis of shrinking cities in a broad range of postsocialist countries
within the so called global east a liminal space between north and south while shrinking cities have
received increased scholarly attention in the past decades theoretical and empirical research has
remained predominantly centered on the global north this volume brings to the fore a range of new
perspectives on urban shrinkage identifying commonalities differences and policy experiences across a
very diverse and vivid region with its various legacies and contemporary controversial developments
with chapters written by leading experts in the field insider views assist in decolonizing urban theory
specifically the book includes chapters on shrinking cities in china russia and postsocialist europe
presenting comparative discussions within countries and crossnational cases on theoretical and policy
implications the book will be of interest to students and scholars researching urban studies urban
geography urban planning urban politics and policy urban sociology and urban development



Status of the rural elderly 1969
winner of the 2010 distinguished book award from the american sociological association sociology of
sexualities section winner of the 2010 distinguished book award in latino studies honorable mention
from the latin american studies association the sexuality of migration provides an innovative study of
the experiences of mexican men who have same sex with men and who have migrated to the united
states until recently immigration scholars have left out the experiences of gays and lesbians in fact the
topic of sexuality has only recently been addressed in the literature on immigration the sexuality of
migration makes significant connections among sexuality state institutions and global economic
relations cantú situates his analysis within the history of mexican immigration and offers a broad
understanding of diverse migratory experiences ranging from recent gay asylum seekers to an
assessment of gay tourism in mexico cantú uses a variety of methods including archival research
interviews and ethnographic research to explore the range of experiences of mexican men who have
sex with men and the political economy of sexuality and immigration his primary research site is the
greater los angeles area where he interviewed many immigrant men and participated in organizations
and community activities alongside his informants sure to fill gaps in the field the sexuality of migration
simultaneously complicates a fixed notion of sexual identity and explores the complex factors that
influence immigration and migration experiences

Universities, National Laboratories, and Man's Environment
2011-06-23
this volume sheds light on one of the most explosive episodes of censure of academic scholarship in
recent decades bruce rind a former psychology professor at temple university investigated sexual
relations between male adults and adolescents through history and across cultures from highly
institutionalized relationships in ancient greece and rome to 33 contemporary cultures including the usa
and among various species his conclusions that these relations when consensual are not always
negative was radical but based in his research findings even before publication of an invited article on
the topic he was subjected to intensive attacks censured and censored this book presents a
substantially extended version of rind s original unpublished article plus 12 scholarly responses to his
work that argue for or against rind s conclusions or offer useful context on his work for anyone
interested in sex research and the academic freedom issues surrounding it whether supportive of or
vehemently opposed to rind s ideas this book is a must read

Saving America's Cities 1986
the world s most comprehensive well documented and well illustrated book on this subject with
extensive subject and geographical index 30 photographs and illustrations mostly color free of charge in
digital pdf format

Energy Research Abstracts 2015-09-28
migrant workers live in a transnational world that spans the boundaries of nation states yet for
undocumented workers this world is complicated by inflexible immigration policies and the ever present
threat of enforcement workers labeled as illegals wrestle with restrictive immigration policies evading
border patrol and local police as they risk their lives to achieve economic stability for their families for
this group of workers whose lives in the u s are largely defined by their tenuous legal status the
sacrifices they make to get ahead entail long periods of waiting extended separation from family and
above all tremendous uncertainty around a freedom that many of us take for granted everyday mobility
in milking in the shadows julie keller takes an in depth look at a population of undocumented migrants
working in the american dairy industry to understand the components of this labor system this book



offers a framework for understanding the disjuncture between the labor desired by employers and life
as an undocumented worker in america today

Contemporary Ethnic Geographies in America 2022-05-03
american agriculture in the twentieth century has given the world one of its great success stories a
paradigm of productivity and plenty yet the story has its dark side from the plight of the okies in the
1930s to the farm crisis of the 1980s to today s concerns about low crop prices and the impact of
biotechnology looking at u s farming over the past century bruce gardner searches out explanations for
both the remarkable progress and the persistent social problems that have marked the history of
american agriculture gardner documents both the economic difficulties that have confronted farmers
and the technological and economic transformations that have lifted them from relative poverty to
economic parity with the nonfarm population he provides a detailed analysis of the causes of these
trends with emphasis on the role of government action he reviews how commodity support programs
driven by interest group politics have spent hundreds of billions of dollars to little purpose nonetheless
gardner concludes that by reconciling competing economic interests while fostering productivity growth
and economic integration of the farm and nonfarm economies the overall twentieth century role of
government in american agriculture is fairly viewed as a triumph of democracy

Postsocialist Shrinking Cities 2009-02-01
stephen c ferguson ii provides a philosophical examination of black popular culture for the first time
from extensive discussion of the philosophy and political economy of hip hop music through to a
developed exploration of the influence of the postmodernism poststructuralist ideology on african
american studies he argues how postmodernism ideology plays a seminal role in justifying the
relationship between corporate capitalism and black popular culture chapters cover topics such as
cultural populism capitalism and black liberation the philosophy of hip hop music and harold cruse s
influence on the cultural turn in african american studies ferguson combines case studies of past and
contemporary black cultural and intellectual productions with a marxist ideological critique to provide a
cutting edge reflection on the economic structure in which black popular culture emerged he highlights
the contradictions that are central to the juxtaposition of black cultural artists as political participants in
socioeconomic struggle and the political participants who perform the rigorous task of social criticism
adopting capitalism as an explanatory framework ferguson investigates the relationship between
postmodernism as social theory current manifestations of black popular culture and the theoretical work
of black thinkers and scholars to demonstrate how african american studies have been shaped

The Sexuality of Migration 2016-06-16
the essential handbook for doing historical research in the twenty first century the princeton guide to
historical research provides students scholars and professionals with the skills they need to practice the
historian s craft in the digital age while never losing sight of the fundamental values and techniques
that have defined historical scholarship for centuries zachary schrag begins by explaining how to ask
good questions and then guides readers step by step through all phases of historical research from
narrowing a topic and locating sources to taking notes crafting a narrative and connecting one s work to
existing scholarship he shows how researchers extract knowledge from the widest range of sources
such as government documents newspapers unpublished manuscripts images interviews and datasets
he demonstrates how to use archives and libraries read sources critically present claims supported by
evidence tell compelling stories and much more featuring a wealth of examples that illustrate the
methods used by seasoned experts the princeton guide to historical research reveals that however
varied the subject matter and sources historians share basic tools in the quest to understand people and
the choices they made offers practical step by step guidance on how to do historical research taking
readers from initial questions to final publication connects new digital technologies to the traditional



skills of the historian draws on hundreds of examples from a broad range of historical topics and
approaches shares tips for researchers at every skill level

Censoring Sex Research 2021
though decades ago school shootings were rare events today they are becoming normalized active
shooter drills have become more commonplace as pressure is placed on schools and law enforcement to
prevent the next attack yet others argue the traumatizing effects of such exercises on the students
additionally violence between students continues to remain problematic as bullying pervades children s
lives both at school and at home leading to negative mental health impacts and in extreme cases
suicide establishing safer school policies promoting violence prevention programs building healthier
classroom environments and providing better staff training are all vital for protecting students physically
and mentally the research anthology on school shootings peer victimization and solutions for building
safer educational institutions examines the current sources of violence within educational systems and
it offers solutions on how to provide a safer space for both students and educators alike broken into four
sections the book examines the causes and impacts that peer victimization has on students and how
this can lead to further violence and investigates strategies for detecting the warning signs the book
provides solutions that range from policies and programs that can be established to strategies for
teaching nonviolence and promoting coexistence in the classroom highlighting a range of topics such as
violence prevention school climate and bullying this publication is an ideal reference source for school
administrators law enforcement teachers government and state officials school boards academicians
researchers and upper level students who are intent on stopping the persisting and unfortunate problem
that is school violence

History of Soy Nutritional Research (1990-2021) 2019-01-07

Milking in the Shadows 2006-03-31
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The Paralysis of Analysis in African American Studies
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